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The emergence of the container in various cloud platforms from open stack
to google cloud platform has marked the industry interest in opting for
container as their cloud service solution. However, the cloud users should
aware of performance overheads of different virtualization solutions in order
to avoid quality of service degradation because different container platforms
delivered different performances. This research evaluated how different
container platforms (Docker, LXC, and LXD) impacted in running different
TCP services and also measured system performance of each container
compared to the native system without any container solution based on
overall performance metrics. This research focuses on the three most used
PaaS: FTP server, web server, and mail server. related to previous works, our
evaluation results show that performance could vary between containers. In
terms of system performance, LXD shows better performance while server
performance result varies depending on what service is being evaluated.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
Virtualization has played a great role in the growth of cloud computing and considered as one of
foundation technology for clouds [1]. There are two kinds of virtualization solution, hypervisor and container.
The latter is the newest technology in virtualizing cloud infrastructures. Adopting and deploying technologies
is critical to build newer paradigm to keep up with the growth of exchanged data and the consequent need to
increase capability of data centers by means of server virtualization [2-5]. Therefore, the main focus
of virtualization has shifted from hypervisor-based virtualization to container-based virtualization.
Containerization offered light-weight virtualization as contrast to hypervisor-based virtualization where
virtualization overhead is considered as an issue [6-7].
Container achieves generally better performance when compared to traditional virtual machine as
what hypervisor-based virtualization offers [2]. Cloud users should aware of which containerization
technology to adopt according to their need. In this research we evaluated different container platforms
widely used by enterprises, that is Docker, LXC, and LXD. Although these containers are derived from
the same idea of the emergence of Linux container, performance of each container is different depending of
what service is running on top of it. Then, raised a question of what container should a cloud user use in
order to run a certain kind of cloud service [8]. In order to answer it, we evaluated the most common cloud
PaaS service: web server, FTP server, and mail server when run on the top of different container platform.
System performance evaluation also performed in order to take a deeper attention of how well container
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manage its filesystem, CPU performance intensive, and RAM speed by doing several batch benchmark to
stress container system.
‒ Related work
In this part, we provide an overview of different technologies and how they’re leading to the use of
containerization, also previous works regarding performance evaluation of virtualization technologies, most
of it is related to containers.
Hypervisor and container:
Both container and hypervisor are used to create an abstraction level to effectively use the available
resource to support virtualization [9-14]. Virtualization itself evidently can increase hardware utilization rates
from 10 or 15 percent to 70 or 80 percent [15]. Hypervisor works by virtualizing hardware-level and isolates
necessary resources such as networking, disk, memory, and CPU to create a virtual machine (VM).
VM creates its own kernel on top of it and can only run one OS at a time [16]. Container, on the other hand,
also isolates these resources but not create another kernel on the top of the host machine. Consequently,
the container only provides OS-level virtualization when there is an OS already running while hypervisor
provides hardware-level virtualization where there is no running OS. While virtual machine in hypervisor has
to boot up its own kernel, the container is using the working kernel of the host [16, 17]. This benefit
container, in reduced startup time and lower virtualization overhead, but lack of isolation processes
and security.
Figure 1 provides a better picture of how hypervisor compared to container in architecture.
Container fundamental concept is to make virtual instances, share a single host OS and relevant libraries,
drivers or binaries [18]. The possibility of making such a lightweight virtualization lies behind the existence
of namespace, cgroups, and chroot. Namespaces wrap a global system resource on the host and make it
appear to the processes within the same namespace (container) as though they have their own isolated
instances of the global resource [19]. Cgroups used to allocate resource such as CPU, memory, network,
and disk access bandwidth among user-defined groups of process (container) [19]. Chroot is a Linux
command to change the root directory of the current process and its children to a new directory [8].

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Comparison of (a) Hypervisor-based virtualization architecture vs. (b) Container-based
virtualization [20]

There are various works related to performance analysis of virtualization in different aspects.
In 2014, Dua et al. [8] discussed comparison of hypervisor and various containers technologies (Warden
container, Openvz, Docker, and lmctfy) to support PaaS. It concluded that containers have inherent
advantage over VM because of performance improvement and reduced startup time. Like Dua et al,
Morabito et al. [2] adopted the idea of comparing hypervisor and container in a more detailed parameter than
the previous work. They focused of two containers, Docker and LXC. LXC is said to be a more low-level
solution that has been available a long time while Docker is on the higher-level platform. On summary,
Morabito et al. also concluded that containers perform well and suggested to take LXD into account on
the next work.
Still in comparison of hypervisor and container, Sampathkumar [20] compared XEN, KVM,
and LXC. He concluded that LXC is preferred to virtualize infrastructure that us dynamic by design,
and does not require a high degree of isolation. While, Docker is useful for the purpose of application
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development where developers need a variety of library rather than a single OS. In 2016, Gupta et al. [21]
evaluated LXD and Docker and examines the performances of a set of stress test based on a number of
benchmark for various aspects such as computation power, memory bandwidth, memory latency,
I/O bandwidth and memory snapshots and point out LXD performed a bit better than the virtual machine
and Docker container in computation speed performance.

2.

PROPOSED METHOD
This part explains how we evaluate both performance of the server itself and the corresponding container.

2.1. System model design
This evaluation scenario uses one server and one client connected by a router. Focus on this research
is the server part that will be virtualized by container to run a certain application server (FTP server, web
server, and mail server). Specifications of hardware used in this research are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Hardware specification
Processor

RAM
HDD
Server
Client
Server
Client
Server
Client
Intel Core i3 (3rd
Intel Celeron Dual
1000GB SATA
4 GB DDR3Gen) 3240T/2.9
CPU 1000M@1.8
2 GB
3Gb/s 7200
500 GB
1600MHz
GHz
GHz
rpm
Note: Server=DELL Inspiron One 2020, Client=HP 1000 Notebook PC

NIC
Server

Client

DELL
Wireless 1703

1 Gigabit
NIC

On server side, we installed Ubuntu 16.04 LTS as the host system. Then we run the step by step
evaluation scenario:
1. Install container, then perform system performance benchmark
2. Install application server, then server workload benchmark
3. Record the result, then redo step 2 with other application server focused in this research until all
application server done the evaluation
4. Redo step no. 1 with other container platform
Figure 2 shows architecture of this evaluation. In order to keep stability of the system, everything
besides elements inside the virtual environment box is remained constant through evaluation. Virtual
environment changes according to what is being evaluated. Application servers evaluated in this research are
all TCP-based service. We did not evaluate UDP service because UDP has lower performance in container
and has reported as an anomaly [22]. In this research, we performed two procedures of evaluation, system
performance evaluation and application server evaluation.

Figure 2. Virtual environment architecture of container evaluation [22]

2.2. System performance evaluation
System performance of this research is based on overall performance metrics, it is including CPU
performance, RAM speed, and IOzone filesystem as parameters. All OS either in host system or inside
container were using Ubuntu 16.04 LTS.
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‒ CPU performance
Different containers platform are tested using Sysbench version 0.4.12 with an argument of CPU
testing [23]. Sysbench uses CPU to test if a number is a prime number. In this test, we compared a different
number of threads from single thread up to 8 threads. Single thread result of containers was being compared
to native system while multiple threads (form 2 to 8) was compared among containers only to get a picture of
how well containers perform multiple jobs at the same time.
‒ RAM speed
RAM speed test average data rate value from container to host system [19]. This test was done using
Phoronix test suite with option of ramspeed batch benchmark
‒ IOzone filesystem
This test purpose was to test filesystem and hard disk drive utilization performance in read/write
activity. Once again we used Phoronix test suite to perform this testing under the option of IOzone batch
benchmark. We used 4 GB file with record size 4Kb.
2.3. Application server performance evaluation
The benchmark used to measure each application server performance is different depends on
its service.
‒ Web server service evaluation
The goal of this evaluation is to measure capability of Apache2 as web server on container in
serving HTTP requests using Apache Benchmark (ab). Ab sent a number of HTTP request simultaneously to
the web server. We used 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, 5000, 6000, 7000, and 8000 as number of users. Result of
this benchmark is total time of evaluation and value of request per time served by web server.
‒ FTP server service evaluation
This evaluation measured total time, latency, and transfer rate of FTP transaction between server
and client. We used Apache JMeter to monitor the FTP transaction.
‒ Mail server evaluation
We used postal as a benchmark tool to perform this evaluation. Postal sent up to 500 messages with
size of 25 MB per message, and built 10 concurrent threads to send these messages using SMTP protocol.
Output of this evaluation is number of messages sent by mail server per minute.

3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This part explains briefly of overhead calculation and discussed result of this research evaluation
and analyzes it. Each measurement procedure was run multiple times to account system uncertainty [24], in this
case we run it for 30 times. To calculate performance overhead, we use overhead ratio [25] as defined in (1).
𝑂𝑝 =

| 𝑃𝑚−𝑃𝑏 |
𝑃𝑏

× 100%

(1)

Op refers to performance overhead; Pm denotes the benchmarking result as a measurement of
a service feature while Pb indicates the baseline performance of the service feature, in this case is native
system. In overall system performance, this value denormalized to value between 0 and 1. 1 is the perfect
score held by native system as we assumed native as the baseline of this research and the perfect condition
where there was no virtualization overhead affected its functionality.
3.1. Overall system performance result
Overall system performance consists of three separated benchmark (CPU performance, RAM speed,
IOzone read/write). We summarized in Table 2 from each measurement to determine which system has
the best system in terms of overall performance. This test is performed when the server is idle.
3.1.1. Benchmark
This testing scheme is done by giving a load to the CPU which consists of calculations that
are determined with maximum prime numbers. The results of this test indicate how long it will take for
the CPU to do the calculation. Figure 3(a) shows each result of CPU performance measurement of
the system. LXD has the least overhead with Op 0.047%, LXC Op is 0.094%, and Docker Op is 0.27%.
Result shows LXD get job done faster in term of CPU. In order to evaluate CPU in performing multiple
threads, we doubled number of thread into 2, 4, 6, and 8. Based on Figure 3(b), CPU performance of each
container experienced saturation on thread 6 to 8. This explained how container would be no longer effective
when used to perform a multiple task, for example like microservice.
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CPU Intensive
29,188

29,2
29,18

Time (S)

29,16
29,14

29,136
29,122
29,108

29,12
29,1
29,08
29,06
LXD

Docker

LXC

Native

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Benchmark Result of single and multiple thread CPU performance, (a) Single, (b) Multiple

3.1.2. IOzone read/write
Compared to native, container system performance is degraded to 20% on average based on
Figure 4, both IOzone read and IOzone write. LXD shows the least overhead with 14.6% (97.93 Mbps) for
IOzone Read and 16.5% (93.61 Mbps) for IOzone write. In the IOzone test, the performance of the container
system in the process of reading/writing the hard disk better when the greater the value obtained.

Figure 4. IOzone read/write performance result

3.1.3. RAM speed
We have measured average values of add, copy, scale, and triad operations. Container is well known
for its performance in RAM speed that as good as native. Figure 5 shows performance overhead of each
container is less than 3%. Again, LXD point out with only 0.97% overhead (7106.17 Mbps). As seen
in Table 2, LXD has the best result in terms of overall performance, proving that optimization from LXC
is effective.

Mbps

Average RAM speed
7200
7150
7100
7050
7000
6950
6900
6850

LXD

Docker

LXC

Native

Figure 5. RAM speed benchmark result
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Table 2. Overall performance metric result
Parameter
IOzone read
IOzone write
RAM speed
CPU intensive
Summary
Overall performance

Native
1
1
1
1
4.00
100%

System
Docker
LXC
0.74
0.81
0.82
0.77
0.98
0.97
0.73
0.91
3.27
3.46
81.7%
86.5%

LXD
0.85
0.83
0.99
0.95
3.62
90.5%

3.2. Application server performance result
This section describes the performance of each server (FTP server, web server, and email server)
that runs on different container platforms. This test is done to see the best platform to run the server
and under what conditions.
3.2.1. Web server
The aim of this measurement is to evaluate server speed in serving HTTP requests with a defined
number of requests. From Figure 6, we concluded that LXD best to serve low concurrent level with user≤2000.
For high user (user≥2000) LXC serve with the highest speed.

Figure 6. Web server total time result
Figure 7 shows the maximum request a server can serve when a defined number of users access web
servers at the same time. Docker issued bottleneck [13] because we used basic network configuration to all
containers to see their nature. Op value varied between container and concurrent level. Docker has Op range
from 3.1% to 5.9%, LXC from 0.91% to 3.5%, and LXD from 0.005% to 10.8%.
Request Per Time
8457,137
8194,419
8872,433
8339,033

8545,601
8280,134
9005,224
8319,281

LXD
8661,784
8219,472
8990,220
8211,038

9149,110
8702,720
9164,780
8244,935
3000

LXC
8607,820
8168,156
8345,179
8307,606

2000

Docker
8603,643
8288,696
8608,689
8274,796

1000

7443,764
7004,101
7451,674
7534,766

3995,518
3756,524
3854,343
3995,287

Time (s)

Native

4000

5000

6000

7000

8000

Number of Request

Figure 7. Request per time evaluation result
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3.2.2. FTP server
From Figures 8, 9, and 10 we concluded Docker has the biggest overhead compared to LXC
and LXD. The container can speed up the FTP transactions because the container has simpler access
and only access the resource it needed rather than took the whole process and be inefficient. Docker recorded
29.9% faster than native, LXC 44.2%, and LXD 47.4%. However, LXC has the lowest overhead in terms of
transfer rate but the lowest latency than other containers. In FTP data transactions, each filesystem container
will access where the data is placed and prepare it for sending.

Transfer Rate

80,000

20000

60,000

15000

Kbps

Time (s)

Total Time

40,000

10000

20,000

5000

0,000

0
Native

Docker

LXC

LXD

Native

Figure 8. Total time FTP server evaluation result

Docker

LXC

LXD

Figure 9. Transfer rate FTP server evaluation result

Latency
5,00

ms

4,00
3,00
2,00
1,00
0,00
Native

Docker

LXC

LXD

Figure 10. FTP server latency evaluation result

3.2.3. Mail server
Native and container have a very low-performance difference in terms of SMTP protocol evaluation,
as shown Figure 11. Overhead of all containers recorded below 3% with LXD as the lowest (Op=1.9%).
LXC come up with Op 1.85% and Docker with 2.09%. The evaluation of application server performance
is summarized in Table 3.

Total Messages
Messages Sent

15500
15400
15300
15200
15100
15000
14900

Native

Docker

LXC

LXD

Figure 11. Performance result of mail server SMTP evaluation
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Table 3. Summary of application server performance evaluation result
Platform
Docker

LXC

LXD

Web server
Total time
Request per time
Slowest in total time,
Stagnant when
stable at speed
user≥ 4000
increment
Efficient in
serving maximum
Fast for user ≥3000
request when
user≥3000
Efficient in
serving maximum
Effcient for user≤2000
request when
user≤2000

Mail server
Message sent
Ideal for low to
medium load
mail server

Total time

FTP server
Latency

Transfer rate

Slowest among
other containers

Low latency

Least in
transfer rate

Lowest
overhead

Very likely to
LXD

Low latency,
lowest
overhead

The fastest
among other
containers

Very likely to
LXC

The fastest
among other
containers

Low latency

Very likely to
LXC

4.

CONCLUSION
There is a difference in system performance between containers and native due to the overhead of
virtualization. However, performance overhead in container is considered small and in several cases almost
not exists. Overall performance results in this study indicate that LXD has the most superior value from
Docker and LXD with a percentage of 90.5%. These results indicate that LXD as an increase of LXC can
improve overall Linux container system performance. LXD has patched up its system and has the best result
in terms of system performance, proven that LXD can increase overall performance effectivity.
When compared with native system performance, all parameters tested in the overall performance
metric show that native is still superior. In CPU intensive parameters, the performance difference between
native and container is only 0.137% adrift. In other parameters, such as IOzone read, IOzone write,
and RAM speed test, found differences in performance ranging from 2.067% (at RAM speed) and 20%
(on the IOzone test). This performance difference is due to the isolation of cgroups so that the processes that
occur in the container do not mix with the host system.
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